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Randstad Financial & Legal Services is by your side to find the talents 
your company needs!

Let our industry-experienced experts make your job easier!

Randstad Financial & Legal Services guide you in acquiring the right 
talent for your company, serving as a bridge between candidates' 
expectations and companies' requirements. We bring talents of 
various levels, from experts to c-level, to your organization.

financial & legal services. 
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experienced consultants 

Our consultants either have a background in finance and banking or 
have experience in recruitment in this field. In the legal field, our 
consultants are originally lawyers by profession.

In today's highly competitive legal market, avoiding any mistakes in 
talent acquisition is crucial. Our legal recruitment experts possess a 
deep understanding of the legal field and are committed to 
successfully supporting law firms and corporate legal departments.
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differences we create

We bring together the elements needed for your strategy to succeed: 
the right individuals who are fully committed to your vision. Our 
expertise lies in finding and attracting the ideal talent while 
understanding your requirements. Leveraging our extensive network 
and industry insights, we swiftly identify the most suitable candidates 
for your needs.

Once potential candidates are identified, we effectively promote your 
brand and make it an appealing destination for experienced 
professionals.

Our methods have proven effective in various industries. With our 
deep knowledge of professional research and recruitment, we can 
assist your organization in finding the right people.
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industries we serve

fmcg
retail
production
service
technology

positions that we specialized

accounting sp/manager
cfo
budget & reporting specialist/manager
FP&A specialist/manager
auditor
financial analyst
financial controller
commercial banking profiles
cost controller/manager
plant controller
finance business partner
commercial controller
treasury specialist/manager

non-finance
industries we serve

banking
big four
manufacturing
fmcg
retail
service
logistic
insurance
pharm/medical
import/export

finance
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references.

technology solutions, and offshore and 
nearshore delivery centers
geography: global

randstad global corporate presentation 2023

finance.
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non-finance.




